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Abstract
Over the past two decades, the practice of investigative journalism has been reconstructed via the rise of journalistic net-
works around the world that have layered collaboration atop what had long been an individual pursuit. Among the recent
successes of collaborative investigative journalism was the cross-border effort to expose the tax haven leaks that included
the Panama Papers (2016). Due to such notable accomplishments, research on cross-border collaboration is increasing,
but the ways in which this pooling of resources, time, and networks has impacted practice on a daily basis remain under-
investigated. This article looks at how organizations and actors in emerging and legacy newsrooms are negotiating their
routines and roles while developing new practices in investigative journalism. It uses three organizations as cases: Bristol
Cable, a journalistic co-op operating at the community/local level; the Bureau Local, a local/national data-coordinating
news desk; and The Guardian, a legacymedia company that has long operated at the national/global level. This article finds
that, in the transitions of traditional organizations and journalists and the emergence of new innovative organizations and
non-journalistic actors, actors involved in collaborative investigative journalism deploy a language of justification regarding
rules between the new and the old. It also finds that concepts such as coordination are part of this negotiation, and that
knowledge and knowledge generation are taking place within a traditional understanding of journalism, as the “new” is
normalized over time.
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1. Introduction
Studies on investigative journalism range from consider-
ing the origins of the practice in the muckraker period
at the beginning of the twentieth century to mapping
out aspects of the practice itself (Aucoin, 2005; Feldstein,
2006; Protess et al., 1991). Researchers have generally
considered investigative journalism to be the most ele-
vated type of reporting and the most esteemed role in
the newsroom thanks to its aforementioned pedigree
and crusader associations, which peaked with the expo-
sure of the Watergate scandal in the 1970s (Schudson,
1992, pp. 115–116). Recently, academics have noted
the retirement of the investigative journalist as a lone
ranger in the context of a media ecology focused upon
collaboration across borders (Berglez & Gearing, 2018;
Carson & Farhall, 2018). There remains a dearth of aca-
demic insight into this recent restructuring of investiga-
tive journalism (cf. Carson & Farhall, 2018; Heft, Alfter,
& Pfetsch, 2017; Konieczna, 2018; Konow-Lund, Gearing,
& Berglez, 2019; Sambrook, 2018). In the aftermath of
the Panama Papers story (2016), however, some aca-
demic and practitioner contributions to the field of re-
search have emerged (Alfter, 2019; Graves & Shabbir,
2019; Stonbely, 2017). There has also been interest in
the digital technology behind journalistic collaboration
(Baack, 2016, 2018). Yet, such studies can barely keep up
with the field’s ever-shifting disposition of a variety of ac-
tors and (often extensive) resources.
The present study looks at factors structuring this
journalistic practice. Similarly to the recent study by
Jenkins and Graves (2019, p. 7), this article finds that
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“despite signs that collaboration can yield exponential
benefits at the local level, these efforts have received
less attention than high-profile national and interna-
tional collaborations.” It proceeds from a general def-
inition of collaboration as sharing toward a common
end (see Konow-Lund et al., 2019). Researchers have
found it difficult to define investigative journalism, and
some scholars insist that there is no single definition at
all (Grøndahl Larsen, 2017). Tension exists concerning
whether investigative journalism, as suggested by Stetka
and Örnebring (2013), is like art, or whether it is a prac-
tice consisting of transferable skills. As James Aucoin
(2005, p. 5). posits: “[It] progresses through the efforts of
practitioners tomeet and extend the practice’s standards
of excellence.” Investigative journalism as a social prac-
tice evokes the work of the Investigative Reporters and
Editors (IRE) in America (Baggi, 2011; Houston, 2009),
which not only revitalized investigative journalism as
a collaborative effort through its projects but also fo-
cused on computer-assisted reporting as initiated by
Philip Meyer in the 1960s (Gynnild, 2013; Lewis, 2018).
Offering bootcamps, training sessions, collaborative ini-
tiatives, and topic-driven projects, IRE came to define in-
vestigative journalism as “the reporting, through one’s
own initiative and work product, of matters of impor-
tance to readers, viewers or listeners. In many cases, the
subjects of the reporting wish thematters under scrutiny
to remain undisclosed” (Houston, 2009). Several scholars
(Gearing, 2016; Konieczna, 2018) have also linked inves-
tigative journalism to public service journalism as the pil-
lars of the fourth estate.
The three organizations chosen as cases focus on in-
vestigative journalism, they are in transitions somehow
but more importantly represent cases which reach out
to audiences in different but overlapping areas: Bristol
Cable, is a journalistic co-op operating at the commu-
nity/local level; the Bureau Local (BL), is a local/national
data-coordinating news desk; and The Guardian, is a
legacy media company that has long operated at the na-
tional/global level. In times of transformation and ongo-
ing moves and adjustments between traditional organi-
zations and innovative new organizations, and among
seasoned professionals and actors with no prior experi-
ence in investigative journalism, the question becomes
how the rules of practice can be negotiated, and in what
language and with what terms.
2. Routines and Roles in Organizational Context and
Concrete Practices
As journalism moves beyond traditional newsroom roles
and practices (Ryfe, 2017) toward more untraditional
forms of news production involving interprofessional
roles such as hackers (Lewis&Usher, 2014), appdesigners
(Ananny & Crawford, 2014), and suppliers of web analyt-
ics (Belair-Gagnon & Holton, 2018), academics are sound-
ing a familiar refrain: How can both scholar and practition-
ers capture and unpack change and innovation in emerg-
ing and traditional news organizations? Ryfe (2011) notes
that “researchers know very little about how some jour-
nalists are processing…changes”—that is, “about how the
routines and practices of news production are changing
[if at all], how journalists understand these changes, and
what all of this means for the production of news or the
self-conception of journalists” (2011, p. 165). Hence, the
way in which routine is defined is central to any conversa-
tion about (or practice of) news production. Journalistic
routines have been defined as “patterned, repeated prac-
tices and forms that media workers use to do their jobs”
(Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 100). Ryfe (2017), however,
does not think that routines actually guide practice but
rather justify actions regardless of practice.
Ryfe (2017), as well as Westlund and Ekström (2019),
prioritize a practical understanding of routine, as op-
posed to the industry-, habit-, or consensus-oriented def-
initions suggested by Shoemaker and Reese (1996). Ryfe
(2017, p. 128) even turns to practice theory by suggest-
ing that routines are “properly understood not as expres-
sions of external pressures on journalists (whether un-
derstood as organizational, political, or economic pres-
sures), but as cultural resources that bind journalists
to a shared community of understanding.” In doing so,
Ryfe (2017) links news production to practical knowledge
rather than formal knowledge. Routinesmay thus be con-
nected to patterns of actions and understood “either
as structured by organizational contexts, managed and
reproduced in actions, or as shaped and worked out
in social practices” (Westlund & Ekström, 2019, p. 74).
Westlund and Ekström’s (2019) label suggests “that these
dimensions refer to levels of social organization with
distinct explanatory power.” While the prior dimension
refers to routines as characteristics of the organization
preceding its stakeholders’ concrete actions, the latter di-
mension refers to the way in which routines are the out-
come of everyday practices and habitual and repetitive
performances (Ryfe, 2017).
From an ethnographic point of view, it is important
for fieldworkers to be able to detect when routines are
planned and structured, or when they arise as a result
of social activity. As Westlund and Ekström (2019, p. 74)
point out, “routines both precede and are shaped within
social activities.” Westlund and Ekström (2019) use the
two dimensions of organizational context and concrete
practices to explore various aspects of the modernized
and digitized production of news. One important aim
of the organization is to generate knowledge, hence a
need for routines. News actors must handle a lot of
work in a systematic manner. Because the implemen-
tation of routines has always involved tacit knowledge
(Tuchman, 1978), both organizations and actors must de-
velop a language of justification for their routines and
practices (Westlund & Ekström, 2019, p. 81). The exis-
tence of knowledge construction in investigative jour-
nalism exposes inherent differences within this practice
(Ettema & Glasser, 1987), and “contexts of justification”
indicate that epistemic claims in journalism are not ho-
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mogenous but rather depend upon a context (Westlund
& Ekström, 2019, p. 32). Practices in investigative jour-
nalism, including regular reporting or contacting sources,
come with what Ettema and Glasser (1987, p. 344) call
“pre-justified facts.”
Ultimately, two aspects define the approach of this
news ethnography: (1) to understand ongoing change, it
is important to closely engage with how routines are in-
voked and negotiated; and (2) this needs to approach in a
synthesis organizational context and concrete practices,
where knowledge construction and knowledge coordina-
tion are vital resources in this endeavor.
3. Method and Empirical Material
This article draws upon three case studies involving semi-
structured qualitative interviewswith twenty newswork-
ers from three different organizations. These three cases
all have alternative workingmodels for investigative jour-
nalism. They also all focus on how to link the local with
the national. And they all require workers to adjust to
new roles and skills. Some scholars state that case stud-
ies are useful when the researcher is asking “how” and
“why” questions; when the researcher has little control
over what happens; and when the focus is on “holistic
and meaningful characteristics of real-life events” (Yin,
2003, p. 2)—in this case, the impact of collaborative prac-
tice and changes in digital technology upon journalistic
routines and roles at both new and established news
organizations. Two of the cases are innovative start-ups
focused on interacting with citizens and involving com-
munities (i.e., Bristol Cable and BL). The third case is a
legacy organization, The Guardian. Journalistic roles at
these places include traditional and hybrid functions in-
volving reporting, coordination, and community engage-
ment, as well as more peripheral actors such as citizens,
activists, and hackers. The article’s analytical approach
involves a hermeneutic analytical process often used
in traditional news ethnographies (Gans, 1979/2004;
Schlesinger, 1978; Tuchman, 1978) that generates data
not only through field observations, field interviews, and
semi-structured qualitative interviews but also through
internal documents and, importantly, repeated observa-
tion stints at different times. For example, I revisited both
Bristol Cable and the BL somemonths after my initial vis-
its, and I followed up with various The Guardian infor-
mants long after my single visit there for semi-structured
qualitative interviews conducted outside the newsroom.
Knut Helland (1993, p. 95) argues that “fieldworkmay be
seen as a special kind of hermeneutic activity: different
situations and processes are conceived differently dur-
ing varying stages of the research project through con-
ceptual refinements” (see also Johansen, 1981; Wadel,
1991). That is, the combination of field observation and
semi-structured qualitative interviews enables the ongo-
ing elaboration of one’s analyses by soliciting objections,
clarifications of assumptions and conclusions, and more
specific questions.
My research methodology included three weeks of
field observation at Bristol Cable, four weeks of field ob-
servation (spread over a period of about seven months)
at the BL/Bureau for Investigative Journalism (BIJ), and
three days of field observation at The Guardian, all
combined with twenty semi-structured qualitative inter-
views with anonymized stakeholders. Bristol Cable is a
nonprofit co-op with two thousand paying members as
of July 2019. It generates both workshops and events
such as annual meetings for members and open meet-
ings for the general public, and it produces a quarterly
newspaper. It has gained funding from various media—
and journalist-supporting organizations, including the
Omidiyar Network. BL is a Google and philanthropically
funded platform that is part of the BIJ, which supports
BL when necessary. The print newspaper The Guardian
was founded in 1821, and in 2011 it rolled out a “digital
first” strategy that led to a significant increase in readers
globally. Despite recent financial losses, The Guardian
remains known for its quality journalism, including ex-
posés such as the Panama Papers, the Paradise Papers,
Cambridge Analytical, and the Facebook scandal. The
Guardian has traditionally been funded by the Scott Trust
(1936), which was established to secure its editorial inde-
pendence, and it is a traditional representative of the lib-
eral British press (Ilan, 2012, p. 39). I selected these case
studies in order to compare new entrepreneurial orga-
nizations (Bristol Cable, the BL) to a legacy organization
with recent experience in adapting to the digital era (The
Guardian). The following sections first explain the struc-
ture of the organization in question, then engage with
any change to its routines or roles.
4. Roles at the Co-Op: From Criticizing Journalism to
Becoming Journalists
The co-op Bristol Cable arose when three college friends
wanted to fill a gap in the British local media market
(Informant, 22 December 2017; Informant, 26 January
2018) in terms of holding power to account. Their local
media was suffering in the recession, and publications
were shutting down, so the Bristol Cable founders con-
ceived of an organization that could generate collabora-
tions with citizens and engage the local community. In
short, they framed their journalism as a tool for effecting
change in their “immediate surroundings” (Informant,
22 December 2017). The goal of Bristol Cable was to
demonstrate that holding power to account does not re-
quire a hierarchical journalistic organizational structure;
instead, shared values and goals alone might sustain an
organization that could accommodate the input of the
people themselves in the work to be done. Bristol Cable
produced a quarterly newspaper and generated events
where members were invited to learn about the media
industry and make decisions about stories and cover-
age through a flat structure for production. In keeping
with this approach, everyone who was involved in the
organization received the same compensation, which at
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the beginning was the minimum wage. One informant
lamented: “I’m not earning enough money to live off of
the Cable. It costs me to work for the Cable, in some
ways, not even thinking about lost potential earnings”
(Informant, 21 December 2017). This informant circled
back to this comment in 2019:
We’re now paid enough to get by, though the salary
is far from competitive, and love of the mission and
work is the main motivator. But getting paid has been
vital both for valuing our work and for allowing us to
give time to the Cable rather than needing to work an-
other job or draw on savings. As we grow older, with
years of experience behind us and some anticipating
having children, we will need to further increase our
salaries to remain sustainable or lose the staff who
can’t afford to stay on a minimum wage. (Informant,
7 August 2019)
Early on, in fact, everyone had to find additional ways
to support themselves—two of the founders worked in
the catering business, and other staff members lived on
their savings (Informant, 21 December 2018). Position ti-
tles were deliberately chosen to avoid hierarchical impli-
cations, though the journalistic work had certain inher-
ent demands for a structure (Tuchman, 1978), meaning
that evenwhen everyone in the roomwas called amedia
coordinator, they were doing different things.
My fieldwork at Bristol Cable uncovered other frac-
tures in the ideal of the flat organizational structure, as
a positional hierarchy had begun to emerge simply to en-
able the allocation of tasks to avoid redundancy andmax-
imize efficiency. My informants were at this time claim-
ing to actively seek to restructure the co-op based on
this evolution, using daylong meetings to work toward a
shared set of values, norms, and practices to inform the
organization. The meetings were meant to coordinate
communication and articulate shared goals in order to
develop routines, practices, and roles that mitigated po-
tential tension and conflict. During thesemeetings, there
was always a demonstration ofmutual respect, but there
were also honest discussions about how to remain “hor-
izontal” while actually doing the work. One informant
pointed to the need to juggle a variety of roles, which
was both challenging and constructive:
I’m a sub-editor and a co-editor and a commissioning
editor and a journalist and a sort of production man-
ager, like, just having all the different things….It’s very
challenging. I wish I had more time to do bigger pieces
of journalism, but it makes for an interesting job. If
I were in mainstream media as a journalist, I wouldn’t
have the choice about what I went and covered and in-
vestigated and stuff, so that’s amassive plus. Having the
freedom to choosewhat you do and how you do it is re-
ally different. And not just being toldwhat to do, having
a say in what we do, and how, is totally different from
any mainstreammedia. (Informant, 26 January 2018)
Various interviews with Bristol Cable actors, as well as
my observations during fieldwork (2017), revealed con-
tradictions and tensions when it came to who should do
what at the co-op. One reason for thismight be thatmost
informants at Bristol Cable had started there with little
journalistic experience. The informant above refers dis-
paragingly to mainstream journalism, but, in fact, knows
very little about it. When I asked about this contradiction
while conducting my fieldwork, my informants explained
that theywere learning by doing, and someof themwere
picking up ideas and suggestions at journalism confer-
ences or from local professional journalists with whom
they were collaborating (field observation, 9 November
2017). The perceived hope at Bristol Cable, asmentioned
above, was to create a viable journalistic organization
throughwhich citizens could hold local power to account,
and the process was every bit as important as the prod-
uct, my informants emphasized. A horizontal newsroom
structure, in turn, meant that ideas and topics could
come from citizens as well as founders or reporters or
colleagues elsewhere. One Bristol Cable initiative turned
into a collaboration with the BIJ/BL and The Guardian
to address the fact that one in five people stopped by
immigration enforcement teams in Britain was a UK citi-
zen. In this collaboration, the coordination stayed with
Bristol Cable, while BIJ/BL added technological exper-
tise and professionalism; together, they were able to ac-
cess Home Office data on this situation. One BIJ/BL in-
formant applauded the fact that Bristol Cable sought to
deploy a cross-institutional collaboration to extend the
impact of the story beyond the local, perhaps lending
it national political resonance (and even resolution; in-
formant BIJ/BL, 15 December 2017). This story was pub-
lished in The Guardian (Gayle, Boutaud, & Cantwell-Corn,
2017) but also on a number of local news outlets.
As Bristol Cable followed through on its idealistic or-
ganizational project, stakeholders encountered several
challenges. One challenge was reconciling their personal
ideals to the necessity of producing quality watchdog
journalism that was the product of professionalized col-
laborations with The Guardian or the BL. Another was
spreading the concept of a citizens’ media co-op by de-
veloping a media hub for live events, holding open meet-
ings, and knocking on doors. There was also the need
to enter into professional arrangements to prompt en-
gagement from local journalists.When I observed discus-
sions at Bristol Cable about how to adjust norms and val-
ues, people kept mentioning participation, transparency,
and holding power to account. As one informant said
at a meeting, “We aim to have an organization where
citizens can create their own media” (field observation,
Bristol Cable, 10 November 2017). Another informant
mentioned that they needed to balance the ideal of par-
ticipation with the aim of creating a product that the
reader would enjoy reading (Ibid). The most important
value involved the ability to challenge injustice in soci-
ety, and the importance of having an impact was em-
phasized several times (field observation, Bristol Cable,
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10 November 2017). It was pointed out that the me-
dia organization should be “locally focused but globally
and nationally minded” (field observation, Bristol Cable,
10 November 2017).
These discussions made it clear that informants had
observed an increase in mutual support and solidarity
among journalist organizations, or what was frequently
referred to as a “collaborative atmosphere,” and that it
was motivating the staff at Bristol Cable to work hard
to inspire its members to participate. Ultimately, though
they started out by being highly critical of the legacy me-
dia in general, several informants noted that they had
come to respect thework of investigative journalists, and
that watchdog journalism was useful at Bristol Cable in
terms of its impact. As these amateurs had become pro-
fessionals, they developed the discernment to make pro-
ductive choices and explain them to others.
5. The BL: Roles for Connecting People and Preparing
Impact Journalism
While Bristol Cable stakeholders had little experience
with professional journalism, the BL involved actors with
journalistic backgrounds, including education and/or ex-
perience, from the start. The BL was the brainchild
of the managing editor of the BIJ, who had tracked
International Consortium of Investigative Journalists as
it managed and coordinated the Panama Papers-related
work of nearly 400 journalists from80 different countries
and 107 different media outlets. This editor wondered
whether this type of international collaboration, orga-
nized around a more proactive data hub, could succeed
on the national level as well. Locatedwithin the BIJ, an in-
dependent nonprofit established in 2010, the BL was sur-
rounded by traditional investigative journalists and their
practices. The idea behind the BL was to address what
Howells (2015, pp. 1–2) calls journalistic “black holes” fol-
lowing the demise of so many local media organizations
in a hypercompetitive and digitally driven national me-
dia market.
Proactivity characterized the ways in which news
were made and the news desk was structured at the
BL. Journalists would arrange events to engage the pub-
lic in discussions about holding power to account, then
establish collaborations in an interdisciplinary manner.
My fieldwork took place in 2017 and the spring of 2018,
the year in which the platform was established, so it
reflects the earliest days at this organization. From the
start, the BL focused on building bridges between its
stakeholders and local journalists, as well as activists,
bloggers, hackers, and journalism students around the
country, sharing data and stories via the software plat-
form Slack, a digital collaboration tool to which recent
studies attribute “enormous potential” (Bunce, Wright,
& Scott, 2018) for establishing and accommodating pro-
ductive relations across great geographical distances. In
the present context, though, the flipside of such virtual
newsrooms is the difficulty actors have in distinguish-
ing between the private and professional spheres (Bunce
et al., 2018).
At the BL, Slack is just one of many tools used to
bridge actors in the local mediascape. Both the director
of the BL and the managing editor at the BIJ emphasized
a combination of physical media events and an effort
to render data journalism as accessible as possible. The
BL director emphasized how they worked hard “to talk
to people about the idea, to get people to sign up for
it, and we took a lot of notes about that. We met with
freelancers, we met with local newsrooms, we met with
just loads of people” (interview, 26 April 2018). The first
real test for the BL came right away, in fact, when then
Prime Minister Teresa May suddenly announced an elec-
tion. Instead of slowly coming together as a new organi-
zation, the BL had to jump right in and produce journal-
ism immediately. The urgency, in a sense, came to define
the team (and the organization) as it chose tools and in-
stigated collaborations.
While BL aimed to engage a variety of actors within
the new media ecology, its larger goal was to create an
environment for collaboration. Some informants pointed
out that the Panama Papers investigation was not really
a collaborative effort but a cooperative one, whereby ex-
clusive content was shared among individuals as well as
organizations (Konow-Lund et al., 2019). BL, on the other
hand, was about collaboration in a very creative sense:
Collaborative is when we had that spreadsheet on
immigration where all the local reporters who were
working on the investigation were inputting all the
great quotes from the interviews they did. So, there
was the name of the reporter, the people they inter-
viewed, what’s the job of the people interviewed, is
it a member of Parliament, is it a lawyer, is it a com-
munity organizer, is it a person from a campaign orga-
nization, an academic? And then these are the ques-
tions I asked, and these were the answers. (Informant,
15 December 2017)
Because my observation took place just as BL started
up, my informants described its members as primarily lo-
cal journalists. The organization’s ideal was a high stan-
dard of journalistic practice and product through inter-
disciplinary collaboration among different actors, all of
whom stood to benefit from the professional assistance
of the BL:
The core work in Bureau Local is done by our team,
who are all professional journalists, and many of
the journalists they work with are professional, long-
standing local reporters. In each story investigation
that they have done, there have been a couple of peo-
ple who are not what you would call traditional jour-
nalists, but they benefit from the information, from
our data, from our reporting recipes, from support
that is available at Bureau Local. (Managing Editor, BIJ,
18 April 2018)
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Cross-institutional collaboration is one of several struc-
tural changes enabling local and national watchdog jour-
nalism. What some interviewees called the “new news
ecology” of investigative journalism involves not only
reaching a versatile audiencewith one’s journalistic prod-
ucts but also engaging a variety of interprofessional ac-
tors in the creation of those products. Both Bristol Cable
and the BL have taken giant steps in this regard, and once-
peripheral roles have become normalized in the process,
either from within the organization or from outside de-
mand (such changes are also behind the development of
data journalist positions at The Guardian, which was con-
fronted by the same new news ecology as Bristol Cable
and the BL).
Some informants admitted that theywere careful not
to take on any editorial responsibility for the stories pro-
duced by their network collaborators:
That’s the kind of interesting thing about the model,
the ownership and responsibility element, because
we don’t own the stories that those local people are
putting out and, in a way, we can’t be responsible for
everyone….I think it should be [the case] that those
people are responsible in their ownway for what they
do, and that they’re aware of the consequences of
getting it wrong. If we make a mistake and we give
thembad information, then absolutely that’s our fault.
(Informant, 15 December 2017)
This editorial responsibility extends to whomever the
Slack correspondent or BL member might be, as well,
because any blogger, influencer, local journalist, activist,
community figure, or engaged citizen can log into the
BL and become a member. At the time of my fieldwork,
there were five people at the BL: the director, two jour-
nalists, a onetime data editor at The Sunday Times, and
a data journalist. Soon afterward, another person was
hired as a community organizer. This team functioned
both as a group of coordinators and as an editorial news-
room to do its own research for certain stories. One infor-
mant noted that if collaborators from the BL media ecol-
ogy called and asked for help, they would receive advice
and instructions (Informant, 15 December 2017). Early
on in my fieldwork (and in the history of Bristol Cable),
the director presented a strategy for analyzing norms
and values with her staff, approaching issues in a bottom-
up manner. Although she was always open to input, it
was clear that she would make the ultimate decisions. In
other words, while Bristol Cable aimed for a horizontal
newsroom across the organization, it relied on a hierar-
chy that was more typical of a traditional newsroom.
6. The Guardian: Serving the Newsroom and Adding
Exclusivity and Impact
Developing relationships between newer roles and
legacy roles occupied some of my interviews at The
Guardian, a legacy media platform that was established
in 1821 and has a deeply rooted traditional culture
and production history. The Guardian distinguishes itself
from the other cases by its legacy status. In interviews,
that is, senior investigative journalists at The Guardian
can draw upon firsthand experience to decide whether
Julian Assange was a hacker or a proper editor-in-chief
of a news outlet (Senior Reporter, 26 July 2018; Senior
Reporter/Editor, 26 April 2018). They decided he was a
hacker who lacked the skillset of an investigative jour-
nalist, including a certain attitude toward watchdog re-
porting, a certain mindset, an aversion to personal fame,
and a level of technical facility. Their experience with
WikiLeaks helped them to better distinguish between
professional collaboration and other kinds, such as col-
laborations with activists who are better considered
sources than partners (Senior Reporter, 26 July 2018).
This reporter also noted that cross-border collaboration
thrives when journalists share access to otherwise exclu-
sive or unfamiliar sources.
Current newsroom roles at The Guardian derive from
the ways in which the organization has had to adapt
to accelerated technological developments, and there
was a tension between traditional reporters and those
more digital-savvy actors (designers, coders, visual de-
signers, data journalists, and so on), especially regard-
ing bylines and acknowledgment of work. One young
digital reporter believes it boils down to control of the
work process:
The people who have been here for a long time are
not happy to give up a lot of their control. So both
when it comes to just having a name on something
and when it comes to internal structures, obviously a
lot of peoplewould prefer it if they are kept in the driv-
ing seat and they can ask us for our help with some-
thing when they think they need it. (Interview, Digital
Reporter, 7 September 2018)
During large investigations such as the Panama Papers, a
number of newsroom workers, including graphic design-
ers and the visuals team, are involved. According to one
informant (27 July 2018), there had been a shift from a
focus on how roles contribute individually to how they
can all work together across the newsroom. Various in-
formants emphasized the importance of being able to
come up with breaking news stories and offer exclu-
sive news stories even through data journalism or digital
tools. Excel was mentioned as a particularly useful way
to find, source, and strengthen stories and analyze data
(Interview, Digital Reporter, 6 August 2018).
Some informants also emphasized the challenges of
distinguishing oneself in the newsroom, given the ongo-
ing collision of traditional and new practices; one jour-
nalist described the media landscape as “difficult” and
noted that there was little to no money when one first
started out (Informant, 27 July 2018). This informant
also found that it became important to shape a role for
herself by doing things other journalists would not do
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or by developing extra skills that senior journalists did
not have, such as an improved competency with spread-
sheets. She concluded that while having data skills is im-
portant, a successful journalist still needs to tell a good
story above all else. The former was easy to teach; the
latter, less so. This aspect of success—developing a spe-
cialty so as to stand out as a news worker—was stressed
by several informants in The Guardian newsroom and
echoed a viewheld by staff at the BL and the Bristol Cable
as well.
Other informants who worked with data also empha-
sized that exclusive stories nowadays arose from effec-
tive approaches to digital technology, in addition to leg-
work and traditional skills. To do this work well, data jour-
nalists had to collaborate with others in the newsroom
and come up with their own ideas as well. The balance
between serving the newsroom and distinguishing one-
self as a proper journalist came up in several interviews:
We’re not a service desk, we are journalists. We’re
journalists by training and experience, and when
you’re a journalist and you get that thirst for find-
ing and publishing, getting your own stories, I don’t
think it ever leaves you. The thing is, our journalism
works in several different ways. People often ask, so
are you commissioned by the desk or do you come up
with your own stuff? And it’s a mixture of everything.
People will say, where do you come upwith your story
ideas, and you say, it’s just everywhere, like, any con-
versation you have, any newspaper article you read,
anything you hear potentially has the seed of a story
idea. My sister says that on my gravestone I should
have “there could be a story in this,” which I really like
the idea of. (Informant, 6 August 2018)
One informant (7 September 2018) specializing in digi-
tal technology revealed great insight into his role at The
Guardian in terms of the importance of a byline. To him,
a byline was evidence of his contribution, both inter-
nally and externally, and it specifically recognized the fact
that data and visuals had made the story great in the
first place (informant, 7 September 2018). He hoped that
emerging roles such as his would be normalized and pro-
fessionalized over time, despite the persistence of “tradi-
tional thinking” when it comes to what he does.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
To fill a gap in research that “makes direct observation
of journalistic practice and how it is produced and re-
produced in performance” (Westlund & Ekström, 2019,
p. 84), this study has engaged three types of organiza-
tions dedicated to public affairs journalism with a collab-
orative bent. While other recent studies have focused on
how interprofessional actors collaborate in and with to-
day’s newsrooms, this study looked at how routines and
practices arise both within as well as between organiza-
tions dedicated to emerging collaborative investigative
news production. This newnews ecology is characterized
by the participation of actors with little or no prior ex-
perience in journalism alongside professional actors and
their established practices and routines. Because rou-
tines justify actions (Ryfe, 2017), new actors and organi-
zations must develop a language for justifying routines
and practices, which are no longer taken for granted in
the cultural context of a shared community. This study
found that negotiations about this narrative take place
internally but also externally, at events, conferences, and
seminars and hence influence the collaborative actors in
various ways.
While the recent rise in cross-border collaborations
has received a lot of attention from journalist scholars
(Berglez &Gearing, 2018; Carson& Farhall, 2018; Konow-
Lund et al., 2019), the collaborative potential of journal-
istic practice at the local, national and global levels is
yet to be addressed. At the same time, as demonstrated
by the emergence of studies on how a journalistic pro-
cess attracts a variety of both traditional as well as pe-
ripheral actors, the question is how such a variety of ac-
tors would engage in routines understood as “cultural
resources that bind journalists to a shared community
of understanding” (Ryfe, 2017, p. 128). This study con-
cludes by stressing the importance of improving and ad-
vancing understanding and research concerning: (1) how
to position cultural resources such as routines between
both traditional and emerging actors; (2) how to inter-
pret such cultural resources as routines in the midst of
both traditional and new practices; and (3) how to co-
ordinate the knowledge generated between the old and
the new (Westlund & Ekström, 2019).
Ultimately, this study shows that the variety of ac-
tors and emerging stakeholders in investigative journal-
ism are aligned (or not aligned) in terms of the field’s
shared norms, values, and taken-for-granted rules. Ryfe
(2017) argues that rules serve as the justification for cer-
tain actions over others. The present study responds to
the critique raised byWestlund and Ekström (2019, p. 85)
that “ethnographic newsroom research has been close
to concrete practices but has most often focused on the
routines as such rather than how they are invoked and
negotiated.” By devoting an ethnographic study to an or-
ganization with non-journalists, another with both non-
journalists and professionals, and finally one with very
professional journalists, this study emphasize how rou-
tines as cultural resources are being renegotiated more
than coordinated.
Bristol Cable, for example, which had no prior ex-
perience with journalistic practice, had to justify why
their particular routines and practices constituted jour-
nalism at all (see Ryfe, 2017). This process generated a
sophisticated narrative developed through long discus-
sions about their values and norms among all stakehold-
ers, including owners, staff, and members. Although the
BL and The Guardian required fewer words to justify
their routines and practices, given their longer-standing
claims to the profession, they also needed to make their
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work and their thinking explicit when newcomers to their
newsroom or inter-organizational collaborative ecology
would arrive. These different actors then would con-
tribute different narratives to the field. Over time, all
three organizations saw their new narratives and profes-
sional roles normalized within the larger journalistic or-
ganizational and occupational discourse.
The three organizations under scrutiny in this study
were tacitly aware of the fact that anything that could
function as a neutral intermediary would help to coor-
dinate the new ecology’s routines, practices, and roles.
Such an intermediary could be a position title such as
Bristol Cable’s “coordinators,” the collaborative software
at BL, or The Guardian’s shared and expressed set of
values and professional ideas. “Coordination,” then, en-
ables actors to collaborate; it can also become a vehicle
for the unspoken convergence of traditional professional
identities, to the detriment of those actors and the orga-
nizations they represent. It is not always clear whether
such neutral intermediaries represent ameans of accom-
plishing a shared aim or a tacit strategy for coping with
ongoing differences and tensions in the workplace. The
implementation of routines and practices brings about
tension, after all. Future research could look atwhy some
actors or organizations do better than others in these ne-
gotiations, and whether entities prefer to adapt to the
new or settle for existing rules and practices.
To summarize, this study reveals how the negotia-
tions both within and between new and legacy actors
can shed light upon how routines and practices change
in response to a new ecosystem, as well as how these
changes are implemented both online and offline. More
research is required to build out our understanding of
what takes place when traditional rules and practices
come up against new roles and priorities.
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